TYPO3 Core - Bug #73477
Saving edited bookmark with Enter reloads complete backend
2016-02-16 11:15 - Peter Kraume
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Description
How to reproduce:
- create bookmark
- edit the bookmark and change the label
- hit enter key to save changes
=> complete backend is reloaded but changed label isn't saved
Expected behaviour: changed label can be saved with enter key
Associated revisions
Revision 06ef5d4d - 2016-02-16 23:34 - Wouter Wolters
[BUGFIX] Catch submit event while saving shortcut with enter
To save the shortcut with an enter in the input field we need to
catch the submit event and use the same save mechanism as when
using the submit button.
Resolves: #73477
Releases: master,7.6
Change-Id: Icbe78ca2e3082e9eb9aa7a2b70c362d0aaa43934
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/46726
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>
Reviewed-by: Peter Kraume <peter.kraume@gmx.de>
Tested-by: Peter Kraume <peter.kraume@gmx.de>
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Revision 00a5c0c5 - 2016-02-16 23:34 - Wouter Wolters
[BUGFIX] Catch submit event while saving shortcut with enter
To save the shortcut with an enter in the input field we need to
catch the submit event and use the same save mechanism as when
using the submit button.
Resolves: #73477
Releases: master,7.6
Change-Id: Icbe78ca2e3082e9eb9aa7a2b70c362d0aaa43934
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/46737
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>

History
#1 - 2016-02-16 20:11 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/46726
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#2 - 2016-02-16 23:34 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_7-6 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/46737
#3 - 2016-02-16 23:34 - Wouter Wolters
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 06ef5d4deae161a36d4af162fd4c2a26c42aa533.
#4 - 2018-10-02 11:20 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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